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AERODYNAMIC DAMPING AND BUFFET RESPONSE
OF AN AERO_STIC MODEL OF THE SATURN I
BLOCK II LAUNCH VEHICLE
By Perry W. Hanson and Robert V. Doggett, Jr.
Langley Research Center I
!
s_cal The aerodynamic damping and buffet response of a flexibly mounted 0.08-
e aeroelastic model of the Saturn I Block II launch vehicle were measured
at Mach numbers from 0.8 to 1.2. The basic configuration had for the payload
an Apollo spacecraft with the launch escape system attached. The effects on
the aerodynamic damping and bending-moment response of several modifications
to the basic Apollo configuration were investigated. These modifications
included the addition of a flow separator to the escape system rocket, removal
of the first-stage fins, removal of the launch escape system from the Apollo
spacecraft, substitution of a Jupiter nose cone for the Apollo spacecraft and
escape system, and the substitution of some modified thin fins for the rela-
tively thick wedge airfoil fins of the basic configuration.
The experimentally determined values of aerodynamic damping in the flex- /
ible bending modes are compared with theoretical results. The model aerody- /
namic damping data and the buffet response data are scaled to full-scale /
values.
INTRODUCTION
As launch vehicles become larger and more complex they must of necessity
become structures of maximum design efficiency with a minimum of weight avail-
able for load carrying members. The resulting structures are relatively flex-
ible so that the aerodynamics associated with the elastic deformations of these
vehicles during the high-dynamic-pressure portion of their boost trajectories
become quite important in determining the design requirements for stability and
strength of the vehicles. The prediction of both aerodynamic damping and buf-
fet response is important to the adequate determination of the loads that the
vehicle will experience. A need exists for suitable theoretical approaches
and experimental data on the oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives of flexible
slender bodies of revolution characteristic of launch vehicles. Consequently,
a research program has been undertaken to evaluate methods of handling these
structural dynamics problems, to provide a better understanding of the general
nature of these problems, and to provide design information for selected spe-
cific vehicles.
The feasibility of using flexible models to provide experimental data on
the oscillatory aerodynamic damping characteristics of slender flexible bodies
was investigated and the results are reported in reference 1. The technique
was refined and extended to launch vehicles that have muchmore complicated
shapes, and the results of this investigation are presented in reference 2.
The results of a parallel program to develop a method for determining directly
the dynamic response of an aeroelastic launch-vehicle model to random(buffet)
aerodynamic forces and to develop relationships useful in predicting full-scale
vehicle response from model test results are presented in reference 3.
In the present investigation the experience derived from and the tech-
niques developed in these earlier investigations have been applied to a 0.08-
scale aeroelastic model of the Saturn I Block II launch vehicle. The purposes
of this investigation were to determine whether or not significant destabi-
lizing aerodynamic damping of the elastic bending modeswould occur in the
transonic Machnumberrange, and to obtain a measureof the buffet bending
loads to be expected in flight. Three major configurations were investigated:
a complete Saturn Apollo configuration, a Saturn-Apollo configuration without
the launch escape system, and a Saturn-Jupiter configuration. Someminor
changes in these basic configurations were also investigated. The investiga-
tion was conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel over the Machnum-
ber range from 0.8 to 1.2. The model was supported in such a manner that it
was free to respond in simulated free-free bending modesand in the rigid-body
pitch mode. The results of sometheoretical approaches (refs. 4 and 5) are
comparedwith the experimentally determined aerodynamic damping. Measuredbuf-
fet and aerodynamic damping data are extrapolated to full-scale values.
SYMBOLS
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generalized aerodynamic damping
full-scale control damping
critical value of damping, 2Ms_
damping derivative, 2_k Ca
Ccr
structural damping
increase in structural damping induced by electromagnetic damper
total damping
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bending stiffness
frequency of free-free bending mode, _/2_
frequency of model rigid-body pitch mode
mode shapes based on unit nose deflection
reduced frequency_ 2xfL/V
length of configuration
free-stream Mach number
f('generalized structural mass, m(x)h2(x)dx
mass per unit length
dynamic pressure_ 21-_V2
function defining model geometry_ local radius
reference radius (radius of cylinder enclosing scalloped portion of
model, 0.8575 ft)
free-stream velocity
total weight
longitudinal coordinate measured from rear of model
longitudinal coordinate of center of gravity
angle of attack
mass ratio_ Ms (derived in ref. 2)
_pr2L FL/r [Rr--_rX--]2xh x
fluid density
root-mean-square bending moment
root-mean-square bending moment with structural damping increased
by 2_ s
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at
circular frequency
Subscripts:
F
M
n
total root-mean-square bending moment 3 _l 2 + 022 + 032
full-scale vehicle properties
model properties
nth natural free-free bending mode, n = i, 2, 3, •
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Wind Tunnel
This investigation was conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel,
which has a 16-foot-square test section (with cropped corners) and is a return-
flow, variable-pressure, slotted-throat wind tunnel. It is capable of opera-
tion at stagnation pressures from about 1/4 lb/sq ft to slightly above atmos-
pheric pressure and at Mach numbers up to 1.2. Mach number and dynamic
pressure can be varied independently with either air or Freon-12 used as a
test medium. Freon-12 was used in the present investigation. Stagnation tem-
perature during the tests was approximately 125 ° F.
Model and Support System
General.- The basic model configuration investigated was a 0.08-size
dynamically scaled aeroelastic model of a 2205-inch Saturn I Block II launch
vehicle with an Apollo spacecraft and a launch escape system. The details of
model geometry are presented in figure i. In addition to the basic model con-
figuration, six other geometrically different configurations were studied.
These six were:
(i) Basic configuration with flow separator.
(2) Basic configuration without fins.
(3) Basic configuration without launch escape system.
(4) Basic configuration with Apollo nose replaced by Jupiter nose (this
configuration will be referred to herein as the Jupiter configuration).
(5) Jupiter configuration with basic fins replaced by modified (thin) fins
(see fig. i).
(6) Jupiter configuration without fins.
Scaling.- The model was designed to simulate the full-scale vehicle mass
ratio parameter _ (see symbol list) and reduced frequency k at M = 1.00
and q = 615 ib/sq ft. This corresponds to a model dynamic pressure of
265 ib/sq ft in freon. The scale factors used in model design were determined
by wind-tunnel size and performance capabilities and by the full-scale trajec-
tory flow conditions. (A detailed discussion of aeroelastie model scaling
theory is presented in ref. 6.)
These scale factors were:
LM = 0.08 WM= 9.82 × io-4
LF WF
VM m(x)M
VF - 0.476 m_ F
= 122.7 x 10 -4
PM _ 1.918 (EI)M = 1.78 × 10 -5
OF
fMqM: 0.455 : 5.95
qF
The model bending stiffness and weight distributions are compared with the
desired full-scale values in figures 2 and 3, respectively.
The basic fin geometry_ weights, and centers of gravity were scaled, but
the fin stiffness distributions were not scaled.
Model construction.- Some of the details of model construction are shown
in figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows in some detail the model fabrication concept.
The structural backbone of the model was a central aluminum tube. Variation
of the thickness and radius of the tube provided the properly scaled stiffness
distribution except for minor deviations because of model structural considera-
tions. Lead weights attached to the aluminum tube provided the proper weight
distribution. The aluminum tube and lead weights were covered by segments of
lightweight foam plastic which provided the correct external contour. Fig-
ure 4(b) shows a lead ring with the plastic shell attached. Figure 4(c) shows
the segmented Jupiter nose cone and part of the central aluminum tube. The
central aluminum tube was fabricated in sections to allow assembly onto the
sting. The tube was integrally machined with raised rings spaced at intervals
to stiffen the model in the radial plane and to provide strong mounting pads
to receive the ballasted foam-plastic segments.
The basic fins were made of balsa wood covered with fiber glass. The
modified fins were machined from aluminum.
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In figure 4(d) two escape rocket assemblies are shown. The one on the
right, called the truss escape rocket tower, was the original design. It was
found in shake tests however that this tower was not strong enough to withstand
the stresses imposed by the inertia loading when the model was forced to
vibrate in its free-free bending modes. Another tower, the tube escape rocket
tower, was fabricated in which a central titanium tube was machined to produce
the same stiffness as that of the truss tower. The truss surrounding the tube
was cut through so that it contributed no stiffness. The weight distribution
was made to be the same as that of the truss tower. The tube tower was used
throughout the tests except for a short check run with the truss tower in which
it was determined that the use of the tube had no noticeable aerodynamic effect.
Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show the complete model mounted in the Langley tran-
sonic dynamics tunnel on the support system described in the next section.
Model support and excitation system.- The model was supported on a sting
by means of a system of leaf springs, cables, pulleys, and torsion bars.
Details of the support system are shown in figure 5. The support system was
designed to restrain the model in the drag and yaw directions, support the
model weight, provide a minimum of restraint to motion in the free-free bending
modes, and simulate the full-scale control-system pitch stiffness at the Mach
1.0 design point on the boost trajectory. Figure 5(a) is a schematic diagram
of the model support system used in this investigation, and figures 5(b) to
5(e) show photographic details of the system. The longitudinal leaf springs,
attached to the inside of the structural tube of the model near the front and
rear node points of the first free-free mode, restrained the model in the drag
and yaw directions. They contributed approximately 25 percent of the pitch
stiffness required to simulate the full-scale pitch frequency. The model
weight was supported by cables (also attached to the model at the first free-
free node points) reeved over pulleys on the sting and routed out the rear of
the model to a system of torsion bars outside the test section. The torsion
bars provided the remaining 75 percent of the required pitch stiffness. Incor-
porated in the downstream end of the rear leaf springs were transverse parallel
springs designed to relieve midplane stresses generated in the longitudinal
leaf springs by model rigid-body motions.
Since the point at which the model support cables left'the sting trans-
lated down several inches as the angle of attack was increased from 0°_ pro-
vision was made to automatically keep the tension in the cables constant.
Before reaching the torsion bars_ the model supporting cables were reeved over
a sliding pulley block that was tied to the sting by a sting-movement sensing
cable and to a piston in a constant-pressure pneumatic cylinder in such a man-
ner that tension in the cables was kept constant as the angle of attack was
increased. Thus, the model is free to pitch and translate, within limits, and
to respond in essentially free-free bending modes. (See fig. )(a).) Although
the model is supported at the node points of the first free-free mode, this
manner of support on springs that are soft relative to the model flexural
stiffness provides a system that introduces negligible restraint even in the
higher modes. (See, for instance, ref. i.) A measure of the effects of the
support system in the present investigation on the free-free bending modes may
be made from the mode shape data presented in figure 6. As is seen from the
figure the agreement between the experimental data measuredwith the model
mounted on the support system and the theoretical calculations_ which did not
take into account the support system_ is good. Therefore, the effects of the
support system are assumedto be small.
Other features and details of the support and excitation system are shown
in the photographs of figure 5. The electromagnetic shaker which was used to
excite the model in its elastic bending modesof vibration in order to deter-
mine the aerodynamic damping in each modeis shownin figure 5(b). The field
coils were attached to the sting and the moving coils were attached to the
inside rear of the model. A cooling water jacket was provided to keep the tem-
perature of the field coils within acceptable limits. Shownin figures 5(b)
and 5(c) are the pneumatically operated model "snubbers," which were used to
hold the model rigidly to the sting whentests were not being madeand to pro-
vide a meansof restraining model rigid-body motions should an instability be
encountered. Switches under the snubbers indicated whether or not the snubbers
were fully retracted. Switches on the sting at points where the model could
contact the sting indicated if the model was striking the sting. A fouling
indicator was also incorporated in the shaker to showthat the moving coils
were riding freely. Electrical resistance strain gages on the leaf springs
also indicated the model position with respect to the sting.
Figure 5(d) shows an overall view of the sting and support cables internal
to the model. As the support cables on each side of the model left the rear
of the model, each pair was tied together by whiffle-tree arrangement and then
routed up the front of the sting support strut to the plenum chamberon top of
the test chamber. The cables were shielded from the air flow by the shields
shownin figures 4(e) and 4(f).
Figure 5(e) showsthe portion of the support system that was external to
the test section. The cables from the model pass over the pulleys in the
sliding pulley block and are attached to the torsion bar lever arms. There is
a torsion bar for the front upper cable, which supports the forward portion of
the model_ and one for the front lower cable, which opposes (preloads) the
front upper cable. There is a similar arrangement for the rear cables. The
stiffness levels of the front and rear torsion bars are such that the model
will pitch about its center of gravity at the scaled pitch fTequency of the
full-scale vehicle.
The ends of the torsion bars opposite the lever arms are held in clamps
which can be independently rotated by electric drive motors controlled from
the wind-tunnel control room. Thus, at an angle of attack when the lift forces
tended to raise the model with respect to the sting_ the model could be kept
centered on the sting as indicated by the leaf spring strain gages.
Model physical properties.- The physical properties of the models are pre-
sented in table i and figure 6.
Lead ballast was used in conjunction with the removal of the basic fins
and the substitution of the modified fins. Consequently_ the weight distribu-
tions_ mode shapes, and frequencies of the Jupiter configurations with and
without the basic fins and with the modified fins were the same. Similarly,
these parameters were the samefor the Apollo configurations with and without
fins. The weight of the flow separator was negligible so that there was no
measurable difference in the weight distribution, modeshapes, and frequencies
of the basic Apollo configuration and the Apollo configuration with the flow
separator.
The generalized massesgiven in table i were experimentally determined by
using the incremental massmethod of reference 7. The experimental modeshapes
were determined by forcing the model with the electromagnetic shaker at the
resonant frequency and by measuring the variation along the model of the rela-
tive vertical displacement by meansof a small accelerometer. The model was
also checked to makecertain that no portion was responding in extraneous
radial modes. Calculated mode shapesare also shownin figure 6. The agree-
ment between the calculated free-free modeshapes and the modeshapes actually
measuredon the model mountedon the support system is considered to be very
good, and indicates that the free-free modeswere not unduly influenced by the
mounting system. The first three free-free bending modesof the Saturn-Apollo
configuration and the first two bending modesof the Saturn-Apollo configura-
tion without escape system and of the Saturn-Jupiter configuration are shown.
For the third bending mode, with either the Jupiter nose cone or the Apollo
configuration with escape system off, portions of the cable suspension system
resonated. This resonance had the effect of absorbing a large amount of the
power available from the shaker so that the model could not be excited to a
reasonable amplitude. Therefore, no data are presented for the third bending
modeof these two configurations. However, the third-mode frequency for both
the Apollo configuration without escape system and the Jupiter nose cone con-
figuration was about 50 cps.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation used in this investigation is shownschematically in
figure 7. The dynamic bending momentswere indicated by suitably calibrated
four-active-arm resistance-wlre straln-gage bridges bonded to the central alu-
minumtube. Several of these gages becameinoperative during the tests. The
data from one gage that worked throughout the investigation and was sensitive
to bending strains for all modesof interest for all the configurations were
selected for analysis. The electrical center of this gage was located at model
station 73-5 inches.
A quartz accelerometer was located at the point of application of the
shaker force to the model (model station 6.67 inches). The accelerometer out-
put signal was used in conjunction with the shaker force output (determined
from shaker armature current) to determine the aerodynamic dampingby meansof
an electronic transfer function analyzer. Accelerations at several other sta-
tions were sensed by unbonded-strain-gage accelerometers. These accelerometers
were used to monitor model amplitude.
In order to minimize the possibility of inadvertently shaking the model
at amplitudes that would impose greater than design stresses, an accelerometer
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at the rear of the model was used to actuate a switch to cut power from the
shaker when the acceleration reached a predetermined maximum level for each
vibration mode.
Several pressure transducers were located in the model upper stages in an
attempt to measure oscillating pressures as a secondary experiment. Most of
these gages became inoperative early in the tests. The data from the remaining
gages require further analysis and are not reported herein.
Resistance-wire strain-gage bridges mounted on the four leaf springs were
used to indicate when the model was centered on the sting. No data were
recorded from these bridges.
Temperatures of the model skin, the central aluminum tube, the shaker
field coils, and the shaker moving coils were sensed by thermocouples.
Microswitches were placed under the snubbers on the sting to indicate
whether or not they were fully retracted during the portions of the test when
data were being taken. Microswitches were also placed at points on the sting
where the model could possibly contact the sting during large-amplitude rigid-
body motions.
A fouling indicator was incorporated in the shaker to show whether or not
the moving armature coils (attached to the model) were clear or the field poles
(attached to the sting).
The signals from all the unbonded strain-gage accelerometers, bending-
moment strain gages, and pressure cells were amplified by 3-kc carrier ampli-
fiers. The amplified signals were recorded on an oscillograph and on a
14-channel tape recorder. These signals also went to a switch box which
allowed any desired signal to be monitored. During part of the investigation
(first series; see section entitled "Test Procedure"), the signal to be moni-
tored was switched through a 600-cps low-pass filter, through a linear ampli-
fier which was used to reject any dc bias that was present in the signal, and
through an amplifier to a thermocouple voltmeter. The ac signal from the model
displayed on the thermocouple voltmeter was observed for a period of time and
an average value of the meter reading was recorded. Since at times the fluc-
tuations in the indicated signals were quite large, the need for a system that
would provide for a more consistent averaging of the fluctuating mean-square
signals was evident. Therefore, for the second test series a signal inte-
grating scheme was employed. After leaving the 600-cps low-pass filter, the
fluctuating signal was sent through a mean-square amplifier, to an electronic
integrator. The integrated signal was displayed continuously on a dc voltme-
ter. When the integrating period was completed, the integrated value remained
displayed on the voltmeter until released. The integrator was calibrated so
that the integrated reading could be interpreted in terms of the average root-
mean-square value of the signal. This system allowed for reliable, rapid com-
parison of the response of the various configurations to the tunnel flow con-
ditions. The root-mean-square values recorded in this manner during the
investigation were later compared with those obtained from electronic analysis
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of the magnetically taped signals and were found to agree very well. The inte-
grated data recorded during the tests were used in the determination of the
buffet bending moments.
The signal being monitored could alsobe sent to an oscilloscope and to
an electronic damping meter (see ref. 8), which measured the logarithmic decre-
ment of the signal, and was used to monitor the model structural damping to
determine any large changes due to structural failure. The accurate measure-
ment of damping requires a fairly "clean" decaying signal_ therefore, the
damping meter could not be used under most "wind-on" conditions.
In addition to the described monitoring circuit, any one of four prese_
lected signals could be monitored on a true-root-mean-square vacuum-tube volt-
meter as a guide to the operator of the electrodynamic shaker in the setting
of the model vibration amplitude for the determination of damping.
The shaker armature was driven by the output of a l,O00-volt-ampere power
amplifier, and the field coil was excited by a 250-volt, 40-ampere de power
supply. A variable-frequency oscillator provided the input signal to the ac
power amplifier through a servoamplifier, which was a variable-gain unit_ the
gain was controlled by a signal from the output current of the power amplifier.
The effect of the servoamplifier was to hold the output current (and therefore
the shaker force) constant in spite of varying back electromotive force gen-
erated by airflow-induced movements of the model in the t_nnel. This is a nec-
essary requisite to the use of the "power method" of determining aerodynamic
damping. (See ref. i.) Unfortunately, within the power range of most of this
investigation this feature was not effective_ therefore, no aerodynamic damping
data obtained by the power method are presented.
A variable-phase oscillator installed as part of the transfer-function
analyzer was used to drive the shaker-armature power amplifier. As the model
responded to input forces, signals proportional to the shaker armature current
and to the output of the quartz accelerometer (located at the point of appli-
cation of the shaker force) were fed into the transfer function analyzer. The
analyzer resolved the armature current (proportional to the shaker force) and
the accelerometer output signal into in-phase and quadrature components with
reference to the oscillator output. A servo control automatically shifted the
oscillator output phase to be in phase with the current. The resulting accel-
eration and force components were digitized by millivolt readers and tabulated
by an electronic printer. These data were used to determine the aerodynamic
damping results presented in this report.
Test Procedure
With the model mounted in the tunnel and no air flowing (but with the
model temperature approximately the wind-on value)_ the electromagnetic shaker
was used to excite the model at the resonant frequencies of its free-free
bending modes at several pressures from atmospheric pressure down to moderately
low pressures. The model was excited to an amplitude that would be the same
as that during the wind-on portion of the test since previous calibrations had
i0
shownthe model structural damping to be somewhatamplitude-dependent. No
change in resonant frequency or damping was observed for these various tunnel
pressure conditions.
In each mode, while the model was vibrating at a given amplitude, the
shaker force and acceleration data necessary for application of the transfer-
function-analyzer method of determining damping were recorded. The power to
the shaker was then abruptly shut off (and the shaker moving coils discon-
nected from the electrical circuit while the current to the field coils was
also shut off), the decaying oscillations of the model were recorded, and the
logarithmic decrement was measuredby the electronic damping meter. This
device provided a quick meansof detecting any changes in structural damping
due to structural failure, loose screws, binding cables, and so forth. Damping
measurementswere also madeduring free decay with the shaker moving coils in
the electric circuit (but not being driven) and with varying amounts of current
applied to the field coils. Under these conditions, the electromagnetic shaker
becamea damper; thus, for a given field current, the model structural damping
was increased by a known amount. This information was needed for an investi-
gation to determine the effect of changes in structural damping on the model
response to buffet flow.
After obtaining the no-wind data, the model snubbers were extended and the
tunnel started. When the tunnel reached the desired operating conditions, the
snubbers were retracted and the response of the model was observed. The tunnel
was operated throughout the Mach number test range to ascertain that no dynamic
instabilities existed. The wind-on data needed to measure the aerodynamic
damping were then obtained in the following manner. The tunnel was brought to
a desired Mach number, and the model was forced to vibrate at each of its free-
free resonant frequencies. The total damping data were recorded (except that
the decaying oscillations no longer produced a signal that was clean enough in
most cases to permit use of damping meter) in the same manner as was done under
no-wind conditions. As in references i and 2, attempts were made to measure
aerodynamic stiffness, but no discernible change in model frequency was appar-
ent other than the normal scatter in the data between wind-off and wind-on tun-
nel conditions. Wind-on frequency determination was accurate to about i per-
cent. Once the damping data were recorded, the buffet response data were
obtained by setting the shaker armature coils open (with no "current to the
field coils) and by allowing the model to freely respond to the flow conditions
while approximately 45 seconds of data from the model transducers were recorded
on tape. During this time, the root-mean-square values of signals from
selected bending-moment strain gages were recorded (either from the thermo-
couple voltmeter or from the integrator circuit dc voltmeter). The process
was continued at the various Mach numbers, dynamic pressures, and angles of
attack for all the configurations investigated.
Two series of investigations were conducted. The purposes of the first
series were to determine whether or not significant destabilizing aerodynamic
damping of the elastic bending modes would occur in the transonic Mach number
range and to obtain a measure of the buffet bending loads to be expected in
fl_ght. Investigated in this first series were the basic Apollo configuration
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with and without the flow separator on the escape rocket 3 basic Apollo config-
uration without the escape system_ and the basic Jupiter configuration.
The purposes of the second series were to attempt to obtain more definitive
data on the configurations of the first series at the Machnumbersof greatest
interest and to investigate the effects of removing the basic fins from the
basic Apollo and Jupiter configurations_ and of substituting fins on the Jupiter
configuration which had the sameplanform but a muchthinner airfoil (NACA
65A003) than the wedgeairfoil of the basic fins (which had a thickness-chord
ratio of 0.i).
The Reynolds numberper foot ranged from 1.0 X 106 to 4.2 X 106. Most of
the data were obtained at 3.9 × 106•
DATAANALYSIS
AerodynamicDamping
It is well knownthat at resonance the damping of a single-degree-of-
freedom system is equal to the applied force divided by the velocity of appli-
cation of the force. For a particular modeof a continuous system the damping
at resonance is equal to the applied generalized force divided by the velocity
of the generalized coordinate. For conditions other than at resonance the
damping (viscous type) is equal to the applied generalized force divided by
that componentof the velocity of the generalized coordinate that is 180° out
of phase with the applied force. For this investigation the applied force was
obtained from the shaker armature current. (For a given field coil current 3
the shaker output force was proportional to the armature current.) The velocity
was obtained from measurementsof the acceleration. Since the model was driven
in simple harmonic motion_ the velocity could be determined by division of the
acceleration by the circular frequency. It should be pointed out that the
basic concepts used in determining the damping in this investigation are the
sameas those of reference I. The current to the moving coils and the accelera-
tion were determined by meansof the electronic transfer function analyzer. The
(C__[__)was determined by measuring the totalmodel aerodynamic damping ratio
\-_ii M
damping with the wind on and subtracting from that value the structural damping
ratio determined with the wind off.
A nondimensional damping-force derivative that is useful in scaling model
aerodynamic damping results to equivalent full-scale conditions can be defined
in terms of the usual flutter parameters_ reduced frequency and mass ratio_ in
such a manner as to permit estimation of aerodynamic damping of similar con-
figurations having somewhat different structural characteristics. Thus_ from
reference 2
= Ca (1)
Ccr
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In equation (i)_ k_ the reduced frequency, is defined as 2_fL and _, an
V
effective mass ratio, is defined as
/0
Ms
L/r R x
where
is a weighting function with respect to the body shape
and the square of the mode shape. It is believed that this is a more logical
definition of the mass ratio _ than the more conventional definition, since
the numerator is the generalized mass (which contains the square of the mode
shape) instead of the physical mass of the system. The values of the integral
for the various configurations investigated are given in table i.
Buffet Bending Moments
In order to predict the magnitude of full-scale buffet loads from inves-
tigations of dynamically scaled aeroelastic models_ it is necessary to deter-
mine the proper scaling relationships for such a system. A dynamic analysis
of launch-vehicle buffeting has been considered in some detail in reference 3.
In the analysis_ based on simple beam theory and the techniques of generalized
harmonic analysis (which is treated in some length in ref. 9 and was first
applied to the analysis of buffeting in ref. i0), the vehicle was assumed to
be flying at constant altitude with a constant velocity. The only aerodynamic
forces present in addition to the random component were damping forces propor-
tional to the velocity of the bending vibrations of the system. No loss of
generality results from neglecting the aerodynamic inertia and spring forces
since such forces usually are small when compared with their structural coun-
terparts for a slender launch vehicle. (See, for instance, refs. 1 and 2.)
Structurally, the vehicle was considered to be a linear multidegree-of-freedom
system. The final result obtained from this analysis for the total full-scale
root-mean-square bending moment at some longitudinal station x is
_t,F (x)
=l \LM/ \fn,MJ\qM/\VF 1- 1(CCc_)n,M + (C_r)n, M I_n,M(X) 1
(_C_)n,F+(_r)n,F + (_r)n,
where /'\CI_--] can be obtained from the relation
\ crlF
2
(2)
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or from the relation
Cc--_r) = Cfl_n (3)
n_F 2kn, _an, F
Ca _PFI{VF_LF h21WMh ffn_M_
(C-_r)n,F = ___]\_MM]\_J \_F]\fn,F]_ (CCc--_)n,M
(4)
and Cs is the full-scale structural damping ratio, is the
n,F n,F
full-scale control-system damping ratio, and gn,M(X) is the model root-mean-
square bending moment in a given mode at a particular longitudinal station on
the model.
It can be seen that the total mean-square bending moment is a superposi-
tion of single-degree-of-freedom results (coupling terms were neglected in the
derivation), each mode being independently treated as a separate system. Thus,
aside from the flow conditions, the model parameters to be measured in each
free-free bending mode of interest are the model structural and aerodynamic
damping and the buffet bending-moment response. (Although eq. (2) has been
developed for bending-moment response, it should be pointed out that expres-
sions similar to eq. (2) could be obtained for any response quantity which is
proportional to displacement.) The various full-scale trajectory flow condi-
tions and full-scale structural and control-system damping used in this report
to scale model results to full-scale values are shown in table 2. The data
given in the table are based on the following assumptions:
(i) Full-scale dynamic pressure, density, velocity, and vehicle weight
for the basic Apollo configuration are typical of 100-nautical-mile-orbit boost
trajectories. The same trajectory dynamic pressure, density, and velocity are
used for all configurations.
(2) It is assumed that at M = 1.0 the basic Apollo configuration without
escape system and the Jupiter configuration scale exactly their full-scale
counterparts. The changes in full-scale weight WF along the trajectory from
the M = 1.0 point for these configurations are assumed to be the same as for
the basic Saturn-Apollo vehicle.
(3) It is assumed that at M = 1.0 all model configurations exactly scale
actual-launch-vehicle frequencies and generalized masses. Full-scale frequen-
cies along the trajectory at other than M = 1.0 are assumed to be inversely
proportional to the square root of the ratio of the total weight at a point to
the weight at M = 1.0. The full-scale generalized mass Ms, F along the tra-
Jectory from the M = 1.0 point is assumed to vary directly with the vehicle
weight (no change in mode shape).
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(4) The control damping ratios for the basic Apollo and Jupiter configura-
tions were obtained from unpublished data obtained from the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center. Control damping ratios for the Jupiter configuration are
assumed to be applicable to the Apollo configuration without the launch escape
system.
(5) The full-scale structural damping ratios of the basic Apollo and
Jupiter configurations are values that were measured on the full-scale shake-
test vehicles. (See ref. ii.) Structural damping of the Apollo configuration
without the escape system is assumed to be the same as that of the basic
Jupiter configuration.
Since, in practice, the buffet response of the model is measured at some
point on the model in terms of the total bendlng-moment response rather than
the bending moment due to model response in a given vibration mode_ in order
to scale the model results to full-scale values by using equation (2), it is
first necessary to determine the relative contribution of each natural mode to
the total bending moment measured on the model at a particular location. This
determination can be accomplished by integrating the power spectra in the
neighborhood of the resonant frequency of the desired mode. Some of the data
recorded on magnetic tape were reduced to power spectral densities by the use
of an electronic analog analyzer over the frequency range from 0 to 50 cps by
using a O._-cps bandwidth filter. Sample bending-moment power spectra for the
major configurations investigated are shown in figure 8. (The apparent dis-
crepancies between the frequencies of maximum response and the indicated reso-
nant frequencies are due to a bias in the fine tuning of the analyzer.) Note
that for the basic Apollo configuration, although the response was primarily
in the first mode, there was some response in the second and third modes
whereasj for the Apollo configuration without the escape system and for the
Jupiter configuration_ the contribution of the second mode to the total
response was quite small and no contribution of the third mode was apparent.
Although the full-scale bending moment at a particular location along the
vehicle can be determined directly from equation (2)_ the missile or launch-
vehicle designer needs to know the distribution of bending moments along the
structure. Therefore_ a strain-gage-location sensitivity factor must be deter-
mined_ since a bridge located at the point of maximum bendifig moment in the
first mode may not be very sensitive to moments produced by response in the
second mode. This factor can be determined by calculating the bending-moment
distribution due to inertia loading for motion in each mode, respectively. The
resulting bending-moment distributions for the configurations investigated are
shown in figure 9. Also shown are comparisons of some bending moments actually
measured (while the model was forced to vibrate at resonance with wind off) and
the calculated values at the point of measurement.
Once the full-scale buffet bending-moment distribution in each mode was
determined, the mean-square buffet bending moments at each station for the
various modes were then added to obtain the total bending-moment distributions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aerodynamic Damping
The results of the aerodynamic damping portion of the investigation are
shown in figures i0 to 12. In figure !0 the results are presented in terms of
the variation of the aerodynamic damping derivative C_ with Mach number for
zero angle of attack. Figure lO(a) shows the effect of the removal of the fins
from the basic Apollo configuration (no flow separator) on the aerodynamic
damping derivative. (Full-scale damping ratio is obtained by dividing the
damping derivative C_ by 2_FkF. ) The effect was a slight lowering of the
damping primarily in the first bending mode. The effect on the second- and
thlrd-mode aerodynamic damping is not as readily apparent because of the scat-
ter in the experimental data. The calculated values, from reference 4, of
aerodynamic damping for the basic Apollo configuration agree very well with
measured values for the first mode, and for the second mode at the lower Mach
numbers. The calculated values for the third mode were generally lower than
those measured. A quasl-steady approach is used in reference 4, which attempts
to account for the effects of separated flow on the aerodynamic damping.
Damping derivatives calculated from momentum theory (see ref. 5, for instance)
were low for all modes and, of course, except for the effect of the fins (which
was obtained from quasi-steady calculations based on unpublished experimental
normal-force data), show no Mach number effect.
A comparison of the data in figures 10(a) and 10(b) shows the effect of
adding the flow separator to the basic Apollo configuration. Aerodynamic
damping measured with the flow separator on the escape rocket was generally
less than that measured without the flow separator for the first two bending
modes. No discernible effect was noted for the third mode. Once again the
calculated values of damping of reference 4 agree well with the measured values
for the first two modes but do not agree with the measured damping in the third
mode. The calculated values obtained from momentum theory on the body and from
a semi-empirical approach for the fins are representative of an average damping
in the second mode over the Mach number range investigated and also at the
lower Mach numbers in the first mode.
Figure 10(c) shows the effect of removing the launch escape system from
the basic Apollo configuration. The aerodynamic damping for this configuration
was in general larger than that for the other Apollo configurations for the
first two vibration modes. An increase in damping was predicted by both the
analytical approach of reference 4 and that of reference 5.
Figure 10(d) shows the effects on the aerodynamic damping of replacing
the Apollo nose with a Jupiter nose, the effects of removing the basic fins
from the Jupiter configuration, and the effects of replacing the thick-wedge-
airfoil basic fins with modified fins, that had the same planformbut which
had a thin NACA 65A003 airfoil. Although there is considerable scatter in the
data, some general conclusions may be drawn. The subsonic aerodynamic damping
in the first mode was increased slightly for the basic Jupiter configuration
over that of the Apollo configuration without the escape system. Little effect
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was noted in the supersonic Mach number range. A comparison of the aerodynamic
damping in the second modes of the two configurations reveals that the undu-
lating character of the variation of damping with Mach number of the Apollo
configuration without the escape system is not apparent for the Jupiter
configuration.
The removal of the basic fins from the Jupiter configuration resulted in
a large decrease in aerodynamic damping in both the first and second bending
modes over the Mach number range investigated. Substitution of the modified
(thin) fins for the basic fins resulted in aerodynamic damping that was inter-
mediate to the damping of the configurations with and without the basic fins.
The aerodynamic damping values calculated from momentum theory on the body
and from empirical data on the fins are generally low for both the first and
second modes of the Jupiter configuration with the basic fins. Removal of the
fins resulted in a greater decrease in damping than indicated by momentum
theory for both the first and second modes.
The effects of changes in angle of attack on the variation of the damping
derivative at Mach 0.9 are shown in figure Ii. Figure ll(a) presents the
results for the various modifications to the Apollo configuration with the
escape system. Generally, angle-of-attack variations had little effect on the
aerodynamic damping derivative. Removal of the fins from the basic Apollo con-
figuration resulted in a decrease in damping for all angles of attack investi-
gated in the first and third modes but little effect on damping in the second
mode. The damping levels of the first and third modes were also decreased
when the flow separator was added to the escape rocket of the basic Apollo
configuration.
Figure ll(b) shows the effect of removing the escape system from the basic
Apollo configuration. A much larger variation of aerodynamic damping with
angle of attack is apparent.
Figure ll(c) shows that substitution of the Jupiter nose for the Apollo
nose resulted in a decrease in damping except at zero angle of attack. Removal
of the fins from the basic Jupiter configuration resulted in a further decrease
in damping even to the extent that the aerodynamic damping became negative
(destabilizing) at angles of attack of 2° , 4° , and 6° in the second mode.
During the first test series negative damping was also measured at an angle of
attack of 6° in the second mode of the basic Jupiter configuration (with basic
fins). However, this data point was not repeated in the second test. Substi-
tution of the modified (thin) fins for the basic (thick) fins had little effect
on the variation of aerodynamic damping with angle of attack.
Averaged values of the damping derivative C_ have been used with full-
scale mass ratios and reduced frequencies (calculated from the trajectory data
in table 2) to obtain the variation of the full-scale aerodynamic damping ratio
ICaICcr)F with flight time shown in figure 12 for the basic Apollo and basic
Jupiter configurations at zero angle of attack. The solid portion of the
curves represents the range of the wind-tunnel studies on the model (M = 0.8
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to M = 1.2). The dashed portions of the curves are estimated values. The
peaks at M = 1.2 are caused primarily by the parameter pV which diminishes
rapidly after about 60 seconds of flight. The maximum values of full-scale
aerodynamic damping measured on the basic Apollo configuration are only about
2% 60, and 50 percent of the estimated sum of the full-scale structural and
control-system damping in the first, second, and third flexible bending modes,
respectively. (See table 2.) The maximum aerodynamic damping in the first
mode of the Jupiter configuration is about 30 percent of the total structural
and control-system damping and about 60 percent in the second mode.
Bending-Moment Response
The results of that portion of the investigation concerned primarily with
buffet bending-moment response are shown in figures 13 to 16. The effects on
model bending-moment response of variations of configuration, angle of attack,
and structural damping will be considered first. The results will be inter-
preted subsequently in terms of full-scale values. Figure 13 presents the
effect of configuration changes on the variation of model root-mean-square
bending moment (measured at model station 73-_ inches) with Mach number at an
angle of attack of 0°. From figure 13(a), which presents data on Apollo con-
figurations with the escape system, several observations can be made.
Since the model bending-moment response is a function of dynamic pressure
q, variations in this parameter were generally held within the range of 225 to
250 Ib/sq ft with most of the tests being conducted at about 235 ib/sq ft.
However, one run was made at dynamic pressures of about 150 to 170 ib/sq ft.
For cases where aerodynamic damping is large relative to structural damping,
the dynamic analysis of reference 3 (from which the scaling relationship,
eq. (2), is derived) shows that the structural response to a random input
varies with the square root of the dynamic pressure. The model bending-moment
responses at these low levels of dynamic pressure have been adjusted to values
that would be associated with the higher levels of dynamic pressure by multi-
plying the bending moment at the lower level by the square root of the ratio of
the higher dynamic pressure to the lower dynamic pressure. These data points
are shown in figure 13(a) by the solid circles. These adjusted values agree
very well with the bending moments measured at the higher levels of dynamic
pressure.
The addition of the flow separator to the basic Apollo configuration
caused a slight increase in model bending moment at all test Mach numbers
except at Mach 0.8.
When the fins were removed from the basic Apollo configuration, lower
bending moments were experienced by the model throughout the Mach number range.
Unfortunately, because of a failure in the tunnel Mach number indicator that
was not detected during the investigation, the peak response for this configu-
ration was not determined.
A final observation to be made from figure 13(a) is that the data measured
during both test series agree very well.
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Figure 13(b ) shows the bending-moment response variation with Mach number
when the escape system (tower and rocket) was removed from the basic Apollo
configuration. The reader is cautioned against comparing the magnitude of the
bending-moment response of this configuration with that of the basic Apollo
configuration, since removal of the escape system resulted in a significant
change in mode shapes and bending-moment distributions.
Figure 13(c) presents the results of some modifications to the Jupiter
configuration. The character of the bending-moment response of the basic
Jupiter configuration differs in some respects from that of the Apollo config-
uration. The maximum response occurs at a slightly lower Mach number, and the
decrease in response after the peak is more rapid than that of the Apollo con-
figurations. Removal of the fins from the basic Jupiter nose cone configura-
tion resulted in a decrease in model bending moments in the vicinity of the
peak response, but just the opposite effect is observed at Mach numbers 0.8
and 0.92. Removal of the relatively thick basic fins would of course remove
any buffet input to the model due to these fins, but their removal also results
in a loss of some aerodynamic damping, which would account for the increase in
model response outside the buffet Mach number range. When the basic (thick)
fins were replaced with the modified fins, the model response was generally
between that of the basic configuration and the no-fin configuration. The con-
clusion is that the thick basic fins generated some buffet flow that contrib-
uted to the overall model response.
The effects of angle of attack on the variation of model total root-mean-
square bending moment at station 73-5 inches for the various configurations
investigated are shown in figure 14. The buffet bendlng-moment responses of
the Apollo configurations are presented in figure 14(a). At Mach 0.8 there was
only a slight increase in bending moment with angle of attack for the basic
Apollo configuration whereas at Mach 0.9 there is a large increase in response
with an increase in angle of attack, for both the basic Apollo configuration
and the Apollo configuration without the fins. Removal of the fins had the
effect of reducing the bending moment experienced by the model throughout the
angle-of-attack range. Removal of the escape system from the basic Apollo con-
figuration resulted in a change in the character of the variation of bending
moment with angle of attack with the maximum measured bending moment occurring
at an angle of attack of 3° . Once again, the magnitude of the model bending
moment of the Apollo configuration without the escape system relative to that
of the basic Apollo configuration is of no significance because of the differ-
ences in mode shapes and bending-moment strain-gage-location sensitivity fac-
tors of the two configurations. As a matter of fact_ the mode shapes_ power
spectra, and strain-gage-location sensitivity factors for the Apollo configu-
ration without the escape system are nearly the same as those for the Jupiter
configuration. (See figs. 6, 8, and 9-)
Figure 14(b) presents the effects on the model root-mean-square bending
moment of variations in angle of attack at a Mach number of approximately 0.9
for the various Jupiter configurations studied. The bending-moment response
of the basic Jupiter configuration increases with an increase in angle of
attack although not as sharply as that of basic Apollo configuration. Removal
of the fins from the basic Jupiter configuration resulted in a large decrease
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in bending-moment response. When the thick wedge-shaped basic fins were
replaced by fins that were less than one-third as thick and had a more conven-
tional airfoil shape, the root-mean-square bending moment experienced by the
model was reduced by 25 to 35 percent, and there was little increase in
bending-moment response with increasing angle of attack up to 4° .
Since one would not expect buffet flow over a slender cone (as the Jupiter
nose cone)_ it is believed that the bendlng-moment response of the basic
Jupiter configuration must have been due to buffet input from other regions of
the vehicle and to turbulence in the tunnel flow. Of course, nothing could be
done about the tunnel turbulence, but it is believed that the relatively thick
fins on the basic Jupiter configuration could very well be one source of buf-
fet input to the vehicle. Also, any fins could very well amplify the effects
of tunnel turbulence. The following interpretation could be placed on the
results of the fin investigation. The bending-moment response of the Jupiter
configuration without fins at the lower angles of attack could be primarily
due to tunnel turbulence and_ perhaps, some buffet input from regions of the
vehicle other than the nose or fins - for instance, the relatively steep flare
that separates the scalloped first stage from the cylindrical second stage.
The increase in bending-moment response brought about by the addition of the
relatively thin fins could be attributed to an amplifying effect of the fins
on the tunnel turbulence. That is, the fins provide an added source of lift
forces acting on the model because of small angle-of-attack fluctuations due
to tunnel turbulence.
The further increase in model bending-moment response when the thin fins
were replaced by the relatively thick_ wedge-shaped fins of the basic configu-
ration can be attributed to buffeting flow over these fins. The use of the
response of the Jupiter configuration with modified fins as a "tare" value of
response due to tunnel turbulence to be subtracted from the total response of
other configurations to obtain the model response due to buffeting only is an
appealing concept. Any such correction would have to be on a modal basis and,
unfortunately for the present investigation, the differences in the mode shapes
and power spectra of the Apollo and Jupiter configurations preclude this simple
approach. However_ as mentioned previously_ the mode shapes, power spectra,
and strain-gage sensitivity factors of the Apollo configuration without the
escape system are about the same as those of the Jupiter configuration; and
since nearly all the model response was in the first bending mode for both con-
figurations, an estimate may be made of that portion of the bending-moment
response of the Apollo configuration without the escape system that was due to
buffeting, if the assumption is made that there is no correlation between tun-
nel turbulence and the buffet flow. Thus, a comparison of the bending-moment
response of the Jupiter configuration with modified fins (fig. 14(b)) with the
response of the Apollo configuration without the escape system (fig. 14(a))
shows that buffet flow over the relatively blunt nose of the Apollo configura-
tion accounts for approximately one-third of the total response at angles of
attack of 0° and 6° and for about one-half at 3° .
Another factor which influences the bending moments experienced by a vehi-
cle in buffet flow is the total vehicle damping. Equation (2) indicates that
the root-mean-square bending-moment response is inversely proportional to the
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square root of the total damping. An attempt was madeto verify this relation-
ship by increasing the model structural-damping portion of the total damping
and by measuring the corresponding bending-momentresponse of the model. As
mentioned previously, this variation in structural dampingwas accomplished by
using the electromagnetic shaker as a variable damper. The results are shown
in figure 15. The ordinate is the ratio of model root-mean-square bending
momentwith increased structural damping to the root-mean-square bending moment
with original damping. The abscissa is the square root of the total-damping
ratio. (The variation is due to increments in structural damping.) The solid
line represents the variation of bending momentwith the inverse of the square
root of the total-damping ratio. The symbols are measuredmodel data. The
response of the basic Jupiter configuration in the first modeis shownfor
several levels of total damping. (Nearly all the response of this configura-
tion was in the first mode. See fig. 8(c).) The response of the basic Apollo
configuration in each of its first three free-free modesis shownfor one value
of increased total damping in each mode. The variation of model bending-
momentresponse with total damping agrees very well with that indicated by
equation (2).
The results presented in figure 13 showthat all model configurations
experienced a peak response in the vicinity of a Machnumberof 0.9. The peak-
response model data were selected for scaling to full-scale values for the two
actual flight configurations - the basic Apollo configuration (without flow
separator) and the basic Jupiter nose cone configuration. These predicted max-
imumfull-scale root-mean-square bending-momentdistributions are shownin
figure 16 for angles of attack of 0° and 6° . The data are for the Mach0.9
point on the vehicle boost trajectory. In addition to the total full-scale
bending-momentdistributions shownfor angles of attack of 0° and 6o3 the full-
scale bendlng-momentcontribution of the first modeonly is shownfor an angle
of attack of 0°. The effect of the higher modeson the bending-momentdistri-
bution is evident_ particularly for the Apollo configuration. The total full-
scale root-mean-square bending momentsshowncan be regarded as the maximum
likely to be experienced due to buffeting, since someresponse to tunnel tur-
bulence is inherent in these extrapolated full-scale values. Further investi-
gations are needed to determine a valid approach for separating the effects of
tunnel turbulence from the total measuredmodel response.
Onefactor of importance that has a bearing on the validity of the extrap-
olated full-scale bending-momentresponse is the accuracy with which the degree
of the contribution of the various modesto the total response can be deter-
mined. The larger the contribution of the higher modes_the more important
this factor becomes. An analysis of the data from the present investigation
indicated that the taped samples of model bending-momentresponse (45 to
60 seconds) were not sufficiently long to produce a completely repeatable power
spectra for a given constant flow condition. However_an engineering evalua-
tion of all the power spectra at the Machnumberof greatest response (approxi-
matelyMach 0.9) allowed a determination to be madeof the bending-momentpower
spectra that could be considered typical for each of the major configurations
investigated. (See fig. 8.) The effects of these variations in power spectra
fortunately are minimized in the present investigation because the major por-
tion of the model response was in the first bending mode.
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CONCLUDING_S
Aerodynamicdamping and buffet bending-momentresponse measurementshave
been madeon a 0.08-scale aeroelastic model of a 2205-inch Saturn I Block II
launch vehicle with an Apollo spacecraft payload. In addition to the basic
model configuration six other geometrically different configurations were
studied. The results are discussed in somedetail in the section entitled
"Results and Discussion." However, somegeneral commentsin the way of sum-
mary are in order.
Aerodynamic stiffness effects were found to be small_ no discernible
change in model frequency was apparent other than the normal scatter in the
data between wind-off and wind-on tunnel conditions.
The aerodynamic dampingdata were positive (stabilizing) for all configu-
rations at an angle of attack of 0°. The aerodynamic dampingwas generally
small in magnitude. Someof the model dampingdata were scaled to corre-
sponding full-scale values.
The maximumfull-scale aerodynamic damping along the trajectory, scaled
from model results, was generally less than one-half of the estimated struc-
tural and control-system damping. The largest amountmeasuredwas about
1.3 percent of critical damping.
Somecomparisons of experimental and calculated aerodynamic damping data
were made. Calculated values of aerodynamic dampingwhich account for
separated-flow effects agreed well with the measuredvalues of damping for the
Apollo configurations with and without a flow separator except for the third
mode. Agreementof aerodynamic damping derivatives calculated from momentum
theory on the body and from a quasi-steady approach (using measuredstatic
normal force derivatives) on the fins with measuredvalues was erratic.
The variation of model root-mean-square bending momentwith Machnumber
was similar for all configurations studied; the maximumvalue occurred at a
Machnumberof about 0.9. Model bending-momentresponse increased with
increasing angle of attack. Someof the model data were scaled to corre-
sponding full-scale values. However, no actual flight data were available for
comparison.
Langley ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
Langley Station, Hampton,Va., December3, 1964.
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(a) Central structural tube with some segments attached.
(b) Typical ballasted foam-plastic segment.
L-64-I0220
Figure 4.- Photographs of model and components showing construction details.
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(c) Segmented Jupiter nose cone.
t
(d) Escape rocket assemblies.
Figure 4.- Continued. L-64-I0221
3O
(e) Model mounted in Langley transonic dynamics tunnel; lower rear view.
(f) Model mounted in Langley transonic dynamics tunnel; lower front view.
Figure 4.- Concluded. L-64-I0222
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(a) Schematic diagram of support system.
Figure 5.- Model support system.
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(b) Rear portion of sting.
(c) Front portion of sting.
Figure 5.- Continued. L-64-I0223
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(d) Overall view of sting.
(e) Portion of support system external to test section.
Figure _.- Concluded. L-64-I0224
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(a) Apollo configuration with and without flow separator on escape rocket;
first and second modes.
Figure 6.- Calculated and measured free-free bending mode shapes.
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(b) Apollo configuration with and without flow separator on escape rocket; third mode.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(c) Apollo configuration without escape tower and rocket; first and second modes.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(d) Jupiter nose cone configuration with and without fins; first and second modes.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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(a) Apollo configuration without flow separator on escape rocket.
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(b) Apollo configuration with flow separator on escape rocket.
Figure 8.- Sample bending-moment power spectral densities. M = 0.9; _ = 0 °.
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(c) Apollo configuration without escape tower and rocket.
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(d) Jupiter nose cone configuration.
Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Bending-moment strain-gsge-location sensitivity factors.
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(a) Apollo configuration without flow separator; with basic fins and without fins.
Figure i0.- Variation of aerodynamic damping derivative with Mach number.
Cfi = 2 _k Ca___.
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(b) Apollo configuration with flow separator and basic fins.
Figure i0.- Continued.
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(c) Apollo configuration with basic fins but without escape system.
Figure i0.- Continued.
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(d) Jupiter configuration with basic fins, with modified fins, and without fins.
Figure lO.- Concluded.
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(a) Apollo configurations with escape system.
Figure ll.- Variations of aerodynamic damping derivative with angle of attack at
Ca
M= 0.9.
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(b) Apollo configuration without escape system.
Figure ii.- Continued.
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(c) Jupiter nose cone configurations.
Figure ll.- Concluded.
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(b) Jupiter nose cone configuration.
Figure 12.- Variation with time along launch trajectory of the ratio of aerodynamic damping
to er[tlcal damping for the flexible vlbration modes at _ = 0 °.
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(b) ApoLlo configuration without escape system.
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(c) Jupiter nose cone configurations.
Figure ]5.- Effect of c{,nflguration changes on w_rtation of model root-mean-square bending
moment at model station 73..5 inches with Mach number for _ = 0 °.
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Figure 14.- Effect of angle of attack on variation of model total root-mean-square
bending moment at model station 73.5 inches for various configurations.
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Figure 15.- Effect of increase in structural damping on model buffet response
at M = 0.9. _ = 0 °.
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Figure 16.- Totnl full-scale root-mean-squ_re bending-moment distributions. M = 0.9.

